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by Clifford Goodall, '65
Today is the conclusion of
the week long visit of the Florida Memorial College students
on the Bates campus. Their
stay represented the second
phase of an exchange program
which began in February
when six Bates' students visited the St. Augustine campus
in order to become aware of
the unique problems of a Southern Negro college. The FMC
group consisted of four girls,
two men, and a faculty member.
The Bates' College Human
Rights Council, the host group,
scheduled their program with
the intention of exposing them
as extensively as possible to
the natural life of Bates.
Hence, their only formal engagements were a reception at
the Women's Union Thursday,
an outing at Thorncrag, Sunday afternoon, an open house
sponsored by the Edwards Fellowship Sunday evening, and
a dinner engagement with
President Philips Tuesday evening. The greatest amount of
their time was spent attending classes, informal discussions, spontaneous parties,
sports, and participation in
various other campus activities.
Each of the four host girls'
dormatories had one or more
parties and two had dorm
breakfasts in their guest's honor.
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V OPENS TOMORROW

Mr. Ottie West, the visting
Tomorrow night the Little Theater curtain will rise on "the greatest spectacle ever profaculty member, each day atduced
on the Bates stage." The Robinson Players production of Henry V will go on on Thurstended classes and spent some
time with several faculty hosts. day, Friday and Saturday of this week and the 5th and 6th of June, under the direction
In addition, he gave a guest of Miss Lavinia Schaeffer.
Cultural Heritage lecture and
More than the usual attenattended the annual Maine
tion to detail is being given to
Philosophy Conference with
costumes and weapons for the
members of the Bates Philoplay. History major Tom Hall,
sophy Department.
'64, has created battle swords,
pikes, and other weapons of
He also participated in the
the period all of which are auSunday worship service at the
thentic reproductions of weaUnited Baptist Church in Lewpons of that period. Mrs. Noriston.
man West has, in the words
While on the campus, they
of Miss Schaeffer, outdone herwere all able to see a special
self" in the preparation of cosRobinson Player's production
tumes which are at once hisof "Henry V."
torically accurate and meet
demands of lighting and visiAll the Florida visitors exbility which the stage depressed great satisfaction with
mands. The costumes were detheir week exposure to the
signed by Miss Schaeffer after
campus life of a Northern colintensive research this sumlege. Many Bates students
mer and executed by Mrs.
claimed that they too benefited
West. Once the costumes are
greatly by the exchange and
finished Dottie March takes
would like to see similar programs extended. The city of
"Back home they will know the Bates campus last week charge of seeing that they get
to the actors, that they are
Lewiston was also involved what I have seen, but they will
end, give some insight into complete, and that any repairs
through the news coverage of never know what I have felt.
the AFS program and its suc- which may be necessary are
the local papers which con- These words of Herbert Mehcess according to those who are
sisted of news articles and in- rtens (Germany), one of the directly involved with it — the made. Particularly of note in
Henry V will be the hats worn
terviews.
23 American Field Service foreign students themselves.
by both men and women. They
foreign students who visited
One of the avowed aims of
A spokesman for the Human
may look strange but they are
the AFS program is to increase
Rights Council stated that "the
accurate.
the understanding between
entire program was a success
Miss Schaeffer will be asAmericans and Germans, or
only because the entire Bates'
sisted in the direction of the
Turks, or Brazilians. Yet quite
community participated enplay by Carol Johnson, '64 and
thusiastically. Without such a
Chapel, next Monday, will logically, the deepest under- Sherrie Templeman, '65 In
response, the genuine ex- be a little out of the ordinary. standing can only be for those charge of the English and
change that took place could Seniors are in attendance that who experience first-hand, a
French scenes respectively. In
never have resulted."
day, but only those who can vear in the United States.
addition, directing class stuHerbert went on to state that
laugh at themselves will be
dents Noreen Nolan, '65, Abthere. May 11 is Ivy Day — lis year in Maine, of which bey Palmer, '65, Marcia Flynn,
the day that the Senior Class Ihe Bates week end was only '65 and Bill Hiss, '66 are directforfeits its supposedly sublime a part, has affected him deep- ing several of the scenes.
position and gets raked over ly, but what he has seen and
Makeup is under the directhe coals. The raking is in the done can only be imparted to tion of Abbey Palmer. She is
form of toasts or, more accu- those who will miss much in in charge of a crew of artists
(he translation. The student
rately, sarcastic speeches.
devoted to making the actors
Cindy Bagster-Collins will from Northern Germany felt visible on stage, and highgive the Toast to the Seniors. that the best way for AFS to lighting individual characterAl Harvie and Anne Googins be more successful would be istics to represent physically
will launch more direct at- to have a more expansive pro- the personality the actor is
tacks on the Co-eds and Men, gram.
What did the AFSers think portraying.
respectively. Marcia Flynn will
Roberta Mescavage, '66 has
specialize even more with her of the week end at Bates? put in long hours on sound,
Most
of
the
students
found
it
Toast to the Athletes.
costumes, and the making of
Jeff Rouault is giving the very enjoyable. Saturday af- shields. Her work is especially
ternoon
and
Sunday
morning
the Toast to the Faculty. There
well displayed in the jeweled
are also some serious contri- found many of the fellows belts worn by several of the
playing
soccer
in
addition
to
butions to Ivy Day. The Oracharacters.
tion, which in the past has many of their regularly schAmong the other members
compared the Juniors to an eduled activities.
of the backstage crew who
The
girls
talked
at
great
Ivy Plant (Lord knows how),
have come in for high praise
been doing a lot this Spring. will this year be given by Ab- lengths about many subjects.
from Miss Schaeffer are Pris
Ulrike
Pfeifer
(Austria)
found
A week ago last Sunday a by Palmer. This is the first
Clark, '66, lights, Lionel Whisgroup of Batesies climbed Tuc- time in memory that a girl has President Johnson "less culturton, '66, Stage Manager, Jane
kerman Ravine.
delivered the Oration. Herb ed" than Mr. Kennedy. The Peterson, '66, properties. In
girls
were
surprised
to
find
so
The annual Tuckerman Ra- Mosher, who prefers writing in
addition the director expressed
vine climb is the big mountain prose, has consented to give much social activity centered
gratitude to the Maintainence
around
the
single
couple.
"In
climb of the Spring and the the Ode.
Department for "invaluable
mountain is always snowed in
The Toastmaster is Peter Norway" said Inger Myrstad, help and consideration."
"groups
of
8-10
people
get
towhen we climb it. Even with Gomes. Two tall, sleek, and
The play itself, described
the little snowfall we had this one tall, not so sleek, Junior gether often and eventually
further in another article in toget
to
know
each
other
very
year, the Snowbowl at the men have been nominated as
day's STUDENT, has been seheadwall of the Ravine was Marshall and aids. They are well." Dating as we know It
lected for production this year
takes
place
only
when
a
coufull and skiers were cutting Jim Aikman, Bob Spear, and
John Noseworthy.
Continued on Page 2
Continued on Page 2
Continued on Page 3

WANDERINGS

Ever since the Outing Club
bought ten English bicycles
and Messrs. Goodall and Hulsizer came to our meeting one
night with the idea of a 22mile bicycle race, the whole
campus has been on a sort of
"bicycle binge." I imagine that
there are some individuals that
have forgotten that the OC does
more than rent bicycles, foremost among them being our
two equipment room directors,
Ray and Liz. Actually we have
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pie has mutually acknowledged their seriousness."
Yoshihiko Watanabe (Japan), expressed his appreciation for the week end by leaving a small, but distinctive
gift for his Bates roommates.
He felt the time at Bates was
sucsessful and well-spent, but
he also would have preferred
it earlier in the year. "We are
very familiar with many
American ways by now," said
Yoshihiko, "so that the Bates
week end is not something
entirely new."
The American Field Service
(New York) has meant many
things to the foreign students.
They have found and become
so closely involved with American families that it is difficult to separate them. This
was evident as many kissed
their American "mothers" and
"fathers" good-bye as the week
end at Bates was beginning.
AFS has given each student
a chance to grow a little, "to
think before speaking" and "to
view the world a little more
objectively," and to realize, as
Yoshihiko put it, "we are all
so much alike. How fascinating!"
The American Field Service
program is growing all over

GUIDANCE
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Applications for summer
CAMP COUNSELING positions
at numerous camps in New
England, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Canada,
listed by the Association of
Private Camps, New York, N.Y.,
are available at the Guidance
and Placement Office.
SCHOLARSHIPS
Newly created Regents scholarships for the professional
study of medicine, dentistry,
and osteopathy are available
to preprofessional students
who are residents of New York
State. Students interested in
scholarships for the study of
osteopathy beginning September, 1964, are required to take
a competitive examination on
June 15, 1964. Applications
should be submitted by June
1, 1964. The next competition
for medical and dental scholarships, effective September,
1965, will be held on October
19, 1964. Applications should
be filed by October 7, 1964
with the Regents Examination
and Scholarship Center, State
Education Department, University of the State of New
York, Albany, New York 12224.

NAULT'S
Hospital Square
ESSO SERVICENTER
Dial 782-9170
305 Main St

Lewtoton, Me.

Lubrication - Washing
Tiro Repair - Anil-Freoxe

the United States. And the students to the United States
continue to be serious, interested, and interesting indiviuals. Unfortunately their experiences cannot be transferred compeltely from them to
their eager listeners at home.
If only the AFS program were
big enough to encompass nations as well as individuals.
David Fulenwider, '66

QUEST
FOR IDENHTY
Martin Luther King will
speak tomorrow evening at St.
Francis College in Biddeford,
Maine. He will be one of ten
speakers for the symposium on
human rights, "The Negro and
American Quest for Identity."
The program will begin today with the topics, "Social
Justice," and "Freedom in the
North." Roy Wilkins (NAACP),
and Charles Mathias (Rep.,
Maryland) will speak on "Social Justice" at 2:00, and Bayard Rustin and Roger Shinn
(Union Theological Seminary)
will speak at 8:00.
The topics Thursday will
be "Civil Disobedience" at 2:00
and "Freedom and Identity" at
8:00. The speakers for the first
symposium will be Dorothy
Day, John Doar (U.S. Justice
Department), James Forman
and Dr. King. For the second
they will be Leslie Fielder
(Critic and Novelist) and Dr.
Allen Knight Chalmers.
There will be a one dollar
registration fee for each session. Due to limited facilities,
individuals interested in attending are urged to register in
advance, indicating which session (s) they wish to attend.
The address for advanced registration is: Alfred Poulin, Symposium Committee, St. Francis College, Biddeford, Maine.
O.C. Continued from Page 1
patterns in the snow. The day
was warm and Mr. Sampson
actually made it to the headwall, where he and everyone
else either watched the skiers,
had snowball fights, or sunbathed. The sun was hot, and
the snow, rather than detracting from the heat, reflected
and intensified it. Everybody
came back with sunburns and
wet feet, but they seemed to
enjoy the trip, although Larry
Brown reported that he saw a
few people on his bus that
weren't smiling. I guess they
were ashamed to smile because they had sunned themselves on their backs with
their mouths open and had

sunburns on their gums.
On to other matters. For
those of you who don't read
signs on bulletins boards, the
town of Phippsburg has a curfew during the months of May
and June in the Popham
Beach area. No person under
21 is supposed to be found in
" . . .any portion of the way,
street, lane or alley or in any
public place, restaurant, or
drive-in . . ." from one-half
hour after sunset to one-half
hour before sunrise without a
legal guardian. So. . .
The OC equipment room has
made some rules on the aforementioned bicycles that may
as well be stated here.
1) Repairs must only be
made by one of the equipment
room directors or with the permission of those directors.
2) Every two weeks the bijycles will be taken out of
jommission for check-up and
repairs for the time it takes
to repair them.
3)Excessive damage will be
charged to the user for the
price of the damaged part.
4)The bicycles will not be
rented over the summer.
At last Wednesday's meeting, the OC elected Judy Marden to the Council to replace
Anne Cawley, who is leaving
next year. Next year we plan
to lose some present Sophomores to the "Junior Year Abroad" program, as well as
have some members transfer.
Many times, as it was brought
up at the meeting, people try
for one of the vacated positions
and, when they don't make it,
don't try for other openings.
Our advice is, 'Try again."
And for those who would like
to he on the Council, we announce our vacancies a week
in advance, so, "Keep your
eyes open!"
And, finally, Professor
Thumm has made a donation
of $22 to the College, to be
made available to the Outing
Club. This is from the royalties
made on the sale of "Rubenstein and Thumm", Govy 100
text, at the Bookstore. Many
thanks, Professor Thumm.
And don't forget Popham
Beach, May 17 — two Sundays
hence.
by Bruce D. Wilson, '67

A. F. S. Sponsors
Student Exchanges
by Judy Maiden, '66
Last Friday night at the
Women's Union, discussions on
topics ranging from foreign
policy to social life could be
entered into, as the twenty-two
American Field service students attended an Open
House. Students from Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Germany, Austria, England, Turkey, Japan, Viet Nam, Peru,
Chile, Brazil and New Zealand
were present. Upstairs, around
the refreshment table, the conversations were more formal,
but later downstairs, the foreign students had an opportunity to meet college students
and talk informally, and even
participate in games of pingpong and pool.
The A.F.S. is a non-profit organization, centered in New
York City, which acts as a
screening and placement burreau for exchange students. It
was started after World War I
by some wartime ambulance
drivers who thought that an
exchange program between the
youth of the world would increase international understanding. It is a two-way exchange — as well as finding
American families to board
foreign students in the United
States, the A.F.S. places American students in foreign homes
for either the summer or the
school year.
Although from different
countries, the students all
have to go through similar
tests and interviews to be selected as A.F.S. students. The
testing is rigorous, and the applicant faces batteries of questions in both English and his
native language to determine
his qualifications. Several stu.
dents commented on the "scariness" of watching the mail-

box, waiting for the American
application — then, with relief, later finding a notification of acceptance.
Although there is such competition for the scholarships,
the program also carries its
disadvantages. Most of the
students will not be given
credit for their year of studies
here, and will go back to
school at home a year behind
their class. They generally
seem to find American schools
much easier than their own,
and miss being able to take
all the languages they are
used to.
The purpose of this weekend
at Bates is to give the foreign
students a look at an American college campus and students — in case they should
decide to come to college in
America, for one reason — and
secondly to let them see what
we are thinking and doing. In
this way, the American Field
Service hopes to realize its
motto, which embodies the
spirit in which the A.F.S. was
started: "Walk together, talk
together, ye peoples of the
earth — for then and only then
will the world have peace."

FROSH WINNERS
The annual Freshman Ex
temporaneaous Speaking Contest was held in the FUene
Room on Monday. The contest
was won by Katherine Kelly
and Frederick Kahrl. Each winner was given a cash award of
S10 from the Oren Nelson
Hillton Fund.
These winners were Judged
best in extemporaneous speaking of the members of the Class
of 1967 after delivering a five
minute speech on a topic selected from current events of
the last two months.

COME TO THE FAIR!
THE TOURIST IS WELCOME!
WE

First-Manufacturers
National Bank
of Lewlsion and Auburn
CONVENIENTLY
LOCATED
for Bate* Srudoato at
456 SABATTUS ST.
Member T. D. I. C.

BUY WHERE MOST BATES PEOPLE DO
Sea SHEP LEE at

. .

.

ADVANCE AUTO SALES, INC.
24 FRANKLIN STREET
AUBURN. MAINE
Dial 784-5775 or 782-2686
VALIANT-PLYMOUTH CHRYSLER-IMPERIAL
5-Year and 50,000 Mile Guarantee
— GUARANTEED USED CARS —
Excellent Service on All Make*
10% Off on All Service Work to Bates-Affiliated

SERVE
YOU!
Hundreds of families
have registered their extra
rooms with us. These people
are the gracious New Yorkers
with private homes who want
to say "Welcome to New York"
There are rooms available
for every purse
Stay a week, a month or plan
your summer irt New York
THE STUDENT IS WELCOME
MAY WE HELP YOU?

Visitors' Temporary Rental Service
220 W. 42 St.
PE 6-1953

People

New York City
Rm. 1914
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Henry V Promises
To Be Spectacle

for several reasons. It is a celebration play in that it is a
rousing comemoration of the
victory at Agincourt. The mood
of the play is especially adaptable to a celebration, be it a
centennial or a quadri-centennial. To which Miss Schaeffer
adds, "And further more I hap
pen to like it!"
Henry V will be presented in
five performance, May 7, 8
and 9 and on June 5 and 6.
Tickets may be obtained at
the Theater box-office or by
calling 2-8256.
Stephen P. Adams, '65
tEDARD'S
MAINE'S ONLY
Drive-In Pharmacy
Phone 784-7521
Lewiston
Cor. College & Sabattus Sts.

THREE

Pistol, Bardolph, Nym and boy in scene from HENRY V

Lei's say for a minute, this is you.
Once you wear the gold bars of a second
lieutenant in the United States Air Force,
what's in store for you?
Well, you may fly an aircraft entrusted with a
vital defense mission. Or you may lead a
'research team tackling problems on the frontier of knowledge. You'll be helping to run an
organization that's essential to the safety of
the free world.
Sounds like you'll be called on to shoulder a
good deal of responsibility, doesn't it?
, But when you come right down
to it, that's what your college

years have been preparing you for. You've
got ability and a good education. Now's the
time to put them to work!
You'll have every opportunity to prove your
talents in the Air Force. By doing so, you can
put yourself and your country ahead.
If you're not already enrolled in ROTC,
you can earn your commission at Air
Force Officer Training School—a threemonth course that's open to both men
and women college graduates. To apply,

u.s. Air Force ?£££?** ao *"

"Where's the gold spray?" "These tights are too small!"
"Yes, I did get cold cream in my eyes!" "Speed it up; watch
those straight lines!" "Line, please?" All of these quotes could
come from any member of the cast of Henry V, or any of the
directors. Rehearsals began
'
shortly after spring vacation, humor, Just as Henry's proposand from conferences, on stage al to Kate exemplifies the aubull sessions, and to hours of thor's more sophisticated comindividual fretting and think- edy. Also outstanding are the
ing there has emerged a play. "leek scene" featuring Bill
From costume fittings, discus Hiss as Fluellen the explosive
sions on how to best achieve and well-intentioned Welchspecial effects with light and man, and Bob Spear as Pistol;
sound, and from piles of ply- and the altercation between
wood, cloth and scripts has Fluellen and tough-minded
emerged "the greatest spec- M i c h e a 1 Williams (Larry
tacle ever produced on the Brown).
Bates stage."
The dead seriousness of the
The play itself Is one of battle and the pomp and cereShakespeare's renowned his- mony of the court scenes baltory plays. It relates the story ance the exercise of Shakesof Henry's victory over the pearean wit and lead to the
French at Agincourt and his reference to the play as a celvictory within the French ebration. While Henry V has
Court. On the battlefield Henry none the philosophical overfaces overwhelming odds, his tones of Hamlet and conscioussoldiers being completely out- ly poses no great questions, it
numbered. His soldiers carry is an enormous success as a
the day with loss of only 520 "spectacular". Its patriotic
men. Henry himself must face theme seems to affect all who
equally awesome odds in the see it. The motion picture starCourt when he attempts to woo ring Laurence Olivier was prothe fair Katherine.
duced by the British governOn the basis of rehearsal ment during World War n to
performances, John Holt as bolster English soldiers.
Henry is doing a fine job of
The play will involve rapid
presenting Harry the warlike shifting of scenes which
king and Harry the bashful should lend variety and a
lover playing the latter to coy quick pace to the action. Many
Kate, portrayed flutteringly by of the actors will take two
Phyllis Porton.
roles, involving costume and
To select any given scene as make-up changes. This doubloutstanding is difficult. The ing of roles is very much in
French court is unmatched for keeping with the Shakespearpagentry. The English camp ean tradition. The set consists
scene the night before the bat- of the entire stage area with
tle is considered by many to be the up stage area beneath a
the best in the play and prov- platform reached from center
ides an excellent example of stage by a wide, curving stairthe effects which can be case.
Henry V has been a baptism
achieved by lighting as well as
challenging the sensitivity of by fire for many students who
both actors and audience. The are participating for the first
comedy scenes featuring the time in the theater. For the
drunken Bardolph (Marshall more experienced actors it is a
Snow) and the pompous, if challenge as well as an excitcowardly, Pistol (Bob Spear), ing experience. The playgoer is
the nervously pratteling Nym assured a spectacle well-worth
(Steve Adams) and the bawdy seeing tomorrow, Friday, and
hussy Mistress Nell Quickly Saturday nights or during the
(Marcia Flynn) are fine exam- graduation performances June
ples of Shakespearean low 5th and 6th.

SENATE
Attention to all representatives of campus organizations:
Anyone requesting money
from the Student Senate must
fill out a written request and
submit it along with a brief
financial statement of the organisation to the Student Senate at least 3 weeks before the
money is needed.
This measure was passed to
ensure that the Student Senate does not give money to
organisations not really needing it Request Forms may be
secured from Hed Brooks, '65
Senate President

MUSIC
The choir of the Federated
Church in Lewiston, under the
direction of P. J. Gomes '65
will present a Service of Sacred
Music at 3:30 on May 10. The
presentation will feature Telemann's Baroque suite for organ and trumpet with G. H.
Bowie '66 performing the trumpet passages. The program will
also feature contemporary and
classical sacred music. The
public is invited to attend.

Jerry's Vcaiety
203 Collie Straar
Ice Cream and Candy

Of All Kinds
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STRUCTURED ADOLESCENCE?
In an article entitled "Couch on Campus" (New
York Times, Sunday, April 26), Fred M. Hechinger wrote
about the "apparent rise in emotional problems on the
campuses" of this country. He pointed out that psychiatric experts find danger in the bright, but immature
students who are going to college in increasing numbers.
The opinions of some of these experts are marshalled in an effort to understand the basis of students'
mental problems. Preston Munter, assistant director
and psychiatrist of the Harvard Health Services, and
David Truman, dean of Columbia College, both claim
that "students lack a sense of security because neither
home nor college defines explicity enough the limits of
permissivenes." In addition, Dean Truman says that
"young people are frustrated by an adult world which
gives them very few consistent definitions of the behavior that is expected of them.'*
This, however, is not the reason for the problem,
but precisely the problem itself. To say that a person is
insecure or frustrated because no one is telling him what
to. do is to say that he is immature. Munster and Truman have only restated the question, "Why are so many
immature?'' and said that "Many students find themselves unable to make decision, and look to others for
help.'' This is hardly even a pseudo-solution. The question remains: "Why does a'student feel insecure when
faced with making his own decisions?''
The answer to this question is approached by another expert, Sutherland Miller, Jr., director of Counseling Service at Columbia, who points out that the structure of the educational system prolongs adolescence. The
system is organized in such a manner as to "make young
people approach the world of work with little sense of
responsibility or the ability to withstand stress.''
If. a family is to develop stable, mentally healthy
children, the parent-child relationships involved must
gradually 'wither away.' To maintain parental authority longer than is necessary, or to fail to orient the relationship toward the development of responsible individuals, is to distort and perhaps permanently retard the
mental growth of the child. A college which assumes
and prolongs the parent-child relationship, and thus extends the period of immaturity, runs the extreme risk of
crippling its students.
—
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POEMS
sunshot
one
afternoon
i
looked
at
the
sun
until
my
eyes
were
sunshot
and
my
heart
was

on
fire.
R. L. Borland

Florida Student
Describes College
By Joyce Katz '67
At 2:30 on Wednesday night,
rather Thursday morning, the
six students and their advisor
from Florida Memorial College
arrived at Bates. They are re
turning the visit the Bates stu
dents paid their college.
Elaine Bradley Is the Page
Hall visitor from Florida Mem
orial College. She was selected
by the FMC guidance committee on the basis of participa

THE WORLD WONT LET YOU
Did you ever listen to a Spring evening,
To hear the sound of a flower opening
itself to the world,
To hear the sound of a newborn leaf
uncurling in the lukewarm air?
Did you ever listen to a Spring evening,
To hear the sound of a baby bird chirping
in a nest nestled in the sky,
To hear the sound of a fish gliding through
a reed filled pond?
Did you ever listen to a Spring evening,
To rejoice in its beauty and life,
And then go to a bar and curse the world,
Because You couldn't cry a tear or love
a poem?
R. L. Borland

Elaine decided that in order
to survive normally in the continually expanding world, a
college education was a must.
Because America needs scientists, Elaine feels she will be
able to succeed in reaching her
goal of research through her
major in biology. She hopes to
attend Tuskeegee, N.Y.U., or
Antioch for graduate work. She
shares her interest in science
with her sister and four brothers.
Coming from a small, co
educational, Baptist-founded
school, Elaine shares the same
grievances and wonders that
are found at Bates. Their Chapel is scheduled for Mondays
and Fridays, under different
departmental sponsors each
week. Their Sunday vespers is
a cross between our Wednesday assembly and Wednesday
night vespers. If a student is
absent for more than three assemblies, his penalty is enforced attendance at a religion class. Attendance is not
taken by a row marcher, but
rather by tickets on which each
students signs his name.
(Sounds like our Colloquium?)
Unlimited cuts such as ours
do not exist for Elaine. She is
under the more rigorous control of cuts which depend on
the number of hours of each
course. During Elaine's freshman year, her curriculum was
guided much as ours is under
the Bates Plan. English, science, math, and World Civilization were required. The

tion in extra-curricular activities, academic record and personality. Elaine admits that
even if she had not been selected she would have gotten a
To the Editor:
lot out of just participating in
Continued on Page 5
Just a note, before the end of this competition.
this school year, to say "Thank
You" on behalf of WCBB for:
Running, almost every week,
a box with the highlights of
the WCBB schedule;
The Students from Bates were "depressed", several of them
An occasional news release said, by what they saw at Florida Memorial College and in
about one of our programs of the Ancient City, which, incidentally, was on its good behavspecial interest to Bates stu- ior while they were here. What would they have thought if
dents;
they could have been spat on as I and other students were last
The loan of your present fall as we picketed for the privilege to eat greasy hamburgers
Editor as our chief announcer in the two local dime stores—stores which have always seemed
all through the year;
eager enough to accept our money for clothes? We were "nigEven for your editorial sug- gers" and "black coons" then—not the hosts of six white visgesting that we be evicted itors from Maine. What would they have thought had they
from our comfortable quarters and their Negro hosts tried to attend the local theatres or eat in
in Chase Hall.
a restaurant in town — not one of those owned by Negroes
E. B. Lyford
or by national chains?
Executive Director
I had the privilege last month of listening to Dr. Deborah
Wolfe, Chief Education officer for the U. S. House of RepresenAnd thanks to Channel 10 tatives. She spoke of the Importance of education for the
for "Informative enjoyment" Negro, and of education as good as that offered to the white
and "no commercials." Ed.
student.
I mention this matter of education for two reasons: first,
because I agree wholeheartedly that education is the remedy
to the race problem in this country — education of both
To the Editor:
white and Negro; and secondly, because it was made clear
In the special article on Bill to all of us at FMC how far behind the students from Bates
S. (STUDENT, April 22), a line we were in so many ways. I know the reason lies entirely
was omitted from one of my in the difference in our educational backgrounds. I know too
poems. Could you print a cor- — and so does the "power structure" of the State of Florida—
rection? Not the whole poem, that the difference will continue as long as segregation is
a shame in the state.
just the line in a box.
And yet the day will come, I believe — otherwise how
. . . their shadow caverns
could I face the future? — when I will be treated like any
deep with mould...
Robert M. Chute other citizen. That is all I want, but I will accept no less.
Florida will then be "the land of sunshine" and not the heart
Sorry. We thought the miss- of darkness.
ing line was Just an exercise Portion of an editorial by Joseph Carl DeVine, editor of the
F.M.C. Lion's Den.
of poetic license. Ed.

LETTERSTO
THE EDITOR

A Giant Step Up A Dusty Road

r
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Library of Congress
Shakespeare Festival

F
M.
C.

Exchange Con't from Page 5
Sophomore year presents the
necessity of study in humanities and speech. Following the
choice of a major, the requirements are varied according to
the field, such as Psychological Foundation for an education major.
The social life of Florida
Memorial differs in three ways
from that of Bates. First of all,
Elaine is a sister in Alpha
Kappa Alpha, one of two sororities, which have no separate dorms, but separate sorority rooms. Admission to them
follows a pledging period similar to our hazing. During the
second semester of her freshman year, Elaine was placed
under the direction of a member of the sorority (a "big sister"), after writing a letter requesting entrance. This semester of service was followed by
a week of open probation In
which Elaine was obliged to
obey all sorority members.
(Does anyone remember regimented beanies and bibs?)
Secondly, there is no honor
system. Women must sign out
after dinner and turn Into
pumpkins by 12 on Saturday
nights. The House Mother reminds forgetful girls, and
those who have very poor
TV RENTALS - SALES
Free Delivery
BATES ELECTRONICS
783-2269

783-0608

OS.
9lo
.oinmcuialA
on
L iiuinic!

By David Williams '65
Not partaking in the Robinson Players' celebration of
Shakespeare's birthday, Professor John Tagliabue and myself went to Washington, D.C.
to attend the Library of Congress Shakespeare festival.
Held in both the main building
of the Library, and in the separate Folger Shakepeare Library building across the street
from the Supreme Court building, the speeches, plays, concert, and reception provided a
three day celebration in honor
of the 400th anniversary of the
Bard from Stratford.
The Folger building contains
a library of rare and famous
texts of Shakespeare's plays
and poems, as well as a collection of books written about his
works. Besides a long exhibition hall, there is also a full
scale replica of a stage such as
Shakespeare used in the Globe
to produce his own plays. But
since the library is open only
to people with masters degrees
doing research on Shakespeare,
and since any use of the stage
is frowned upon as disturbing
the quiet of the building, this
magnificent set of facilities
goes almost unused. The Folger Shakespeare "Museum"
might be a better title.
The speeches we heard were
uniformally dull. Two of the
three covered old ground in
discussing Shakespeare's childhood and authorship respectively. The third, delivered by
the director of the Festival's
performance of Macbeth, discussed what "today's actors
were thinking" about how to
play the plays. In a nutshell,
he said that there should be no
obvious scenery, no obvious
costumes, and no obvious acting methods to detract from
the audiences appreciation of
the language. (The question is,
however, how is this different
from a mere reading?) All in
all, nothing exciting came
from the podium.
The plays weren't much better. Macbeth, as acted by students from The Institute for
Advanced Studies in the Theatre Arts (IASTA), was done
without any sense of terror or
mystery. The stage, was a sim-

The Tempest suffered a
plight of excess. Prospero was
the world's worst ham and one
could hear Hamlet saying from
his grave: "But if you mouth
it, as many of our players
do. . ." Ariel was played by a
large hipped woman who had
taken ballet in the 8th grade.
Miranda played her part like
the heroine in an old cliffhanger. And Caliban, the
slave, was played by a Negro,
which is an idea I think the
theatre would do well to forget
right now, before CORE has
the play thrown out of the
schools.
The concert of Elizabethan
music by the New York Pro
Musica was uniformally excellent but too long to review
here. It more than made up for
other afternoons and evenings
spent in duller activities. If the
players and the scholars have
lost that wonderful Elizabethan spark and zest, the musicians haven't, and the best
way to wish a happy birthday
may still be to sing it.

40

RITZ
memories are referred to the
Women's Senate.
Thirdly, Florida Memorial
students are allowed to break
bread co-educationally. Sunday dinner requires "proper"
attire just as at Bates, but Sunday supper is not a buffet; it
Is a box supper doled out at
dinner to be eaten out of the
dining room. Would yours last
until 5:30?
Those1 are some of the ways
of life and ideas of one of the
Florida students. This personal
exchange alone would be
enough to make the whole Exchange worthwhile.

pie platform covered with canvas, there was a simple rectangular tower stage right —
also covered with canvas —
and the actors could exit
through a door down-stage
center as well as from either
side. The actors wore hiking
boots, dungarees, and sweatshirts (sort of Late Outing
Club period), and Lady Macbeth wore a long skirt and
tight sweater of symbolic red.
The witches were cute — like
rag pickers from the lower
East Side. But the whole play
couldn't scare a two year old,
and it came off more like the
classic comic.

EMPIRE
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ONLY

"BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR!"
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Success comes early to college
women who supplement their
education with Gibbs training
-who obtain marketable skills
that gain them quick entry into
the fields of their choice.
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SIX

Ki I bourne Takes First In
Bike Races Built For Two
By Steve Hulsizer
Last Saturday Men's Intra
mural, W.A.A., and the Outing
Club cooperated in Bates first
annual bicycle marathon. The
thirteen men traveled 22 long
dusty miles, and the four women cycled 18 slightly less dus
ty miles.

Richardson until Basil discovered a short cut to Bangor. A
surprising second was taken
by Sally Voigt, who pedaled
hard all the way and avoided
a near crackup with the Smith
hedge to nail down the runner-up position.
A close race for third saw

Second Place Winner Sally Voigt In Early Lead
The two courses, amply accented by hills and dirt roads,
were more than enough to satisfy even the most enthusiastic
cyclist. Despite the course,
however, the contestants finished in good form, (well,
most of them!)
First Across
The first racer across the
finish line was Rich Kilbourne,
finishing in 1 hour 21 minutes
and 7 seconds. Rich had been
pushed pretty hard by Basil

Cliff "no-brakes" Goodall passing Steve Hulsizer within the
last hundred yards of the finish line. J. B.'s Dave Stockwell,
who couldn't read his compass,
finished less than three minutes later to round out the
first five places. Morris "Guts"
Lelyveld was deprived of victory due to technical reasons.
A word of appreciation is due
to those who assisted on race
day to make this a successful
outing.

RESULTS OF BICYCLE RACE
May 2, 1964
Course
Name
M Richard Kilbourne
W Sally Voigt
M Cliff Goodall
M Stephen Hulsizer
M Dave Stockwell
M Bob Fair
W Bonnie Mesinger
M Scott Wilkins
M Dave Lloyd
M Basil Richardson
M Ken Petke
M Mark Barry
W Debby Bartlett
M Ollie Andrews
M Alex Wood
M Morris Lelyveld
W Kathy Pease

Dorm
S.N.
Hacker
O.C.
O.C.
J.B.
S.N.
Hacker
O.C.
R.B.
W.P.
E.P.
J.B.
Cheney
J.B.
J.B.
S.M.
Rand

Place
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Time
1:21:07
1:28:30
1:29:35
1:29:41
1:32:39
1:33:41
1:35:12
1:39:33
1:39:44
1:42:47
1:45:30
1:47:12
1:47:36
1:49:47
1:59:59

<&* grants §km <3li
by Bill Braman
As the intramural bowling
season goes into its last week,
all six A league teams are
tied with six points apiece.
The JBI team took a 3-0 sweep
from Off-Campus. Ron Stead
led the way with 164 and 154
games. The JB team again paced all clubs for total pins with
1222. OC got strong support
from Warren Ketchan whose
180 game was high in the contest and also took total pins
for the two game contest.
West Parker also managed
to take 3 points despite Bob
Mischler's sub-100 performance
for the third week in a row
(88 last outing). West was led
by Biss Beisswanger who took
all scoring honors on the week
with 171 and 196 games.
Artistic
The other A League contest
saw Art Purinton (still talking
about last weeks 200 game)
lead his team (JBII) with a 166
and 163 to a 2-1 decision over
East Parker. East got one big
game from Gordon "Bones"
McKinney (176) which saved

East from a shut out.
With all teams tied and one
week to go the possibility of
runoffs exist. However, with
the league as tight as it is, any
team that is "on" may slide
home with first, provided the
others split.
In B League the story is
somewhat different. Smith
North has already won the
championship despite a 1-2
loss to JB II. North has 10
points and a bye next week
which will give them 3 more.
The nearest competitor, JB III,
has 9. The JB III team has
never lost total pin points all
season but has split enough
times to put them no higher
than second. Other B League
action saw Roger Bill and JB
IV win by forfeits.
Big Fish
In Softball this week the JB
A league has proven to be the
strongest team thus far, boasting a 2-0 record. In the B League East Parker has all but
won the title already. East's
4-0 record comes from wins over both JB teams, North and

N. H. TOPS GOLFERS;
LAST IN STATE MATCH
By Don Delator*
The Bates linksters dropped
a close 4-3 decision to University of New Hampshire last
Monday at Martindale and
they came in last this past
Thursday in the first State Series golf match of the season at
Bowdoin.
N. H. Strong
New Hampshire brought an
exceptionally strong team to
Lewiston and fired some of the
best golf seen thus far by the
Cats. Walt Lasher, Brad Akerman and Ed Rockett gathered
the three points for Bates with
very Impressive victories.
Chuck Lasher shot an amazing
74 but still lost one up to New
Hampshire's A. Kidder who
fired a two over par 72. Lyn
Simpson also dropped a squeaker, losing one up to Bruce
Cargill.
Two 'Cats found it hard to
get up for the first State Series meeting after Monday's
heartbreaking loss to New
Hampshire. Bowdoin took a
commanding lead in the race
with twenty-one points under
the match medal scoring system. Maine was second with
fourteen points, followed by
Colby with eleven and Bates
with eight. The Polar Bears
breezed to 5-2 victories over all
three squads. Maine defeated
Bates and Colby by identical

Norris - Hayden
Laundry
Modern Cleaners
Campus Agent
PAUL PLANCHON
BILL MsclfEVIN

4-3 verdicts, and the Mules
wound up in third place by
knocking off the 'Cats 4-3.
Bates Points
Chuck and Walt Lasher fired
76's, and steady Brad Akerman came through with an 83
The Lashers barely missed out
to pick up the points for Bates,
on the medalist honors, as
Bowdoin's Philoon shot a brilliant 74.
The 'Cats are host this Monday for the second State Series
meeting, and then travel to
Rutland, Vermont on Thursday
for the two day New England
championships.

THE
"HOBB"
*

*

*

LAUNDRY
SERVICE
OF ALL
TYPES

UBURN
LWiimvK"i«'Z».;um:

FBI - SAT - SUN
BRIGITTE
BARDOT in
"Please Not Now"
Plus
CAROL
JEFF
LYNLEY
CHANDLER
"Return To
Peyton Place"

South. The East squad is
strong in the field and terrors
at bat. With only 2 games to
go East looks too tough to beat,
as they only need 1 more to
guarantee them a tie.
The intramural athlete of
the week is Sally Voigt, a Sophomore from Hacker House.
Sally was the first person to
cross the finish line of the
Bicycle marathon on a conventional bike. Sally's time of
I hour, 28 minutes, and 30
seconds was only 7 minutes be.
hind Dick Kilbourne who rode
a more elaborate racing rig.
The race can generally be considered a success as only two
got lost and one had a break
down. Say, has anyone seen
Dave Stockwell yet?
Softball Standings
A LEAGUE
JB 2-0, OC 2-1, WP 2-1, SN
0-2, RB 0-1.
B LEAGUE
EP 4-0*, SS 2-1, SM 1-1, JB
II 1-2, JB I 0-2, WP 0-2.
C LEAGUE
SN 2-0, SS 1-0, RB 1-0, JB
0-1, SM 0-1, EP 0-2.
•Clinched league title.

COLBY TENNIS
The Bates College tennis
team picked up its first State
Series victory with an impressive 7-2 win over Colby.
Jim Wallach dropped Colby's number one man, Ken Ingram, in straight sets 6-2, 6-1.
Bob Thompson, after taking
Dag Williamson 8-6, 1-6, 6-2,
teamed up with Wallach to defeat Ingram and Mechem 11-9,
7-5 in the doubles.
Other Bobcat wins were by
George Beebe, Al Williams,
and Todd Lloyd. The latter
was competing in his first tennis match of the season as he
has been sidelined with a wrist
injury.
Lloyd and Heckman took
their doubles, 6-3, 4-6, 6-4 over
Eagle and Foyer. The lone
Mule points came in the No.
6 singles match and the No. 2
doubles action.
Bates has now lost to Maine
and Bowdoin in State Series
action, and are 3-4 overall.
They meet Bowdoin this afternoon at 1:30 for a chance to
reverse the Polar Bears earlier
drubbing over them.

'

'

'

'

'

TURGEON'S
PRESCRIPTION
'
PHARMACY
A. Turgeon, Reg. Ph.
392 Lisbon St. Lewiston. Me. ,
TeL 783-1486

ZENITH HEARING AIDS
BATTERIES AND
ACCESSORIES
FOR ALL MAKES

LeBLANC'S
CLEANERS
10 Lafayette Street

Coin-Operated
On Route 100 k 202. Just Outtide Auburn, Half Mile from
DRY CLEANING
Turnpike Exit No. 12 . . Phone
783-1488 . . . Boom Phone
GIANT 12 tb LOAD
STARDUST MOTEL
• Pressing on Promts— Exclusive But Not Expensive 5 Min. Walk from Campus
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Track Team Second
In Boston Tri-Meet
The Bates track team called
on its depth last Saturday to
come within eleven points of
Boston College in a three way
meet held at Boston's White
Stadium. B. C. got 73 points,
t
Bates 62, and the third team
competing, Boston University,
got 49 points.
i
Bates took firsts in only
three events, however took seconds in seven events, and
scored in all but two.
,
Chris Mossberg went 13 feet
in the pole vault to take first
place. He was followed respectively by Bob Kramer, Tom Hil, ler, and Jon Olsen to complete
the Bobcat's only sweep of the
day.
The two other Bates firsts
were in the high jump and the
120 high hurdles. Tom Bowditch cleared 6 feet 2 inches to
take first in the high jump,
while Al Harvie won the hurdies in a flat 16 seconds.
[
There were three double
winners for the day, but all
came from Boston. Tony Furfero took two places in the
» weights for B. U., while The
Eagles had double winners
Henry Keller and Phil Jutras.
Keller won the broadjump and
1
the hop-step-jump, and Jutrus
took the mile and two mile.
I

TRACK
BC 73, Batas »2, B. U. 19

1

1

SHOT: Furfero (BU), Flore (BC), Kahler (B), Sauer (B). 52 ft., 3 ins.
POLE VAULT: Mossberg (B), Kramer
(B). Hiller (B), Olsen (B). 13 ft.
HIGH JUMP:
Bowditch
(B),
Cross
(BU), Clarke (BC). Johnson (8). 6 ft. 2
ins.
JAVELIN:
Osgoode (BU).
LeBlance
(B), Wilska (B), Hall (B). 161 ft., 21/, Ins.
BROADJUMP:
Keller
(BC),
Savello
(B), Johnson (BU), Mossman (B). 22 ft.,
3 ins.
DISCUS:
Furfero (BU),
Flore (BC),
Davis (B), Kahler (B). 142 ft., i'/l ins.
HOP-STEP-JUMP:
Keller (BC), Clarte
(BC). Cross (BU), K. Harvie (B). « ft.,
9 ins.
J
INT. 440
HURDLE:
Havleck (BU),

STERLING PATTERNS
in
Towle — Gorham — Lunl
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace

50 Lisbon Street

Coach Walt Slovenski got a
happy surprise in the results
of the javelin throw. Batesmen LeBlanc, Wilska, and Hall
took second, third and fourth
places respectively.
Slovenski was pleased with
the over-all results, also. He
felt that his team showed up
very well, and if Capt. Jon
Ford hadn't been out with an
injury, perhaps we could have
scored even better.
He has hopes that this threeway meet will become an annual affair. The conditions offered were excellent for competition, and the Bates strength
was properly tested. He also
felt that such a meet, with
good talent in all events, was
perfect for the spectators.
Next week The Cats travel to
Orono for the annual State
Track Meet. Maine, by virtue
of its size and strength, will
have to be rated as the favorite.
Slovenski does feel that this
is the year that Maine can be
beaten however. He feels that
they just aren't as strong as
they ordinarily are. But Bates
won't, either, which unfortunately still makes the Garnet
an underdog.

DRIVE-IN
WED. THRU SAT.
Troy Donahue - Connie Stevens
"PALM SPRING WEEKEND"
Elvis Presley
"FUN IN ACAPULCO"
SUN ■ MON ■ TUES
Jerry Lewis
"WHO'S MINDING THE STOR'E'
Paul Newman - Joanne Woodward
"NEW KIND OF LOVE"

Rt 1?6 • Sahattus St

Netmen Win Over Brandeis;
State Losses To Both Bears
By Al Williams
The Bates College tennis
squad salvaged an otherwise
dismal week with a crushing
8-1 conquest of the Brandeis
team. On Monday the racquetmen lost a disappointing 6-3
decision to the Maine Black
Bear. On Thursday the Bobcats
suffered their worst loss in two
years being manhandled by
the Bowdoin Polar Bear 8-1.
The only garnet point was
gained in second doubles when
Phil Samis of Bowdoin injured
his knee and had to default
the point to Bates.
The Garnet team showed
some of last season's form in
beating Brandeis. Jim Wallach
returned to his winning way:
with a 6-2; 6-2 victory. BoL
Thompson maintained the bes
singles record with a 6-1; 6-1
margin. George Beebe won his
first match of the year handily by a 6-1; 6-2 count. Alan
Williams posted a straight set
win 6-4; 6-1. Ken Blank won a
marathon battle from the
Brandeis No. 6 man 7-5; 4-6;
6-2.

lost 6-2; 6-2. Bob Ahern failed
to win a set in his loss at fifth
singles. Both Bob Thompson
and Al Williams, after losing
the first sets 6-0, rebounded to
win their matches. Thompson
won easily 6-2; 6-1, while Williams fought off three match
points in an 8-6; 6-1 win. Ken
Blank continued to play consistent tennis in a 6-3; 6-4 vic-

Bowdoin with its 6-3 conquest of Maine last Saturday
became the odds-on favorite to
win the States Series. The
Polar Bear will come to Lewiston this Wednesday. Hopefully
Todd Lloyd will return to the
Garnet line-up to give the Bowdoinites some kind of a challenge. Perhaps Jim Wallach
and the Wallach-Thompson

Wallach Serves to Brandeis Opponent
doubles team will regain some
of its zip to regain lost prestige in the state of Maine.

RESULTS
Flach (B), A. Harvie (B), Keller (BC).
SS.I see.
100 YDS.: Tessier (BC), Johnson (BU),
Manganello (B), Colman (8). 9.9 sec.
MILE: Jutras (BC), Carroll (BC), Wilhelmsen (B), Kreutiig (B). 4:18.4.
440
YDS.:
Gilvey (BC). Tantosrko
(BU). Lothrop (BU), Babin (BC). 48.6
sec.
120 HIGH HURDLE: A. Harvie (B).
Chamberlain (B), Connolly (BC), Keller
(BC). 16 sec.
880 YDS.: Lane (BC), Delaney (BC),
Sweeney (8), Pierce (B). 1:58.2.

CALENDAR
Wednesday, May 6
Tennis here with Bowdoin
Thursday, May 7
Baseball here with Bowdoin
Golf at Rutland, Vt. — New
England's
Saturday, May 9

220 YDS.: Tessier (BC), Havleck (BU),
Johnson (BU), Lolhrop (BU). 22.1 tec.
RELAY: B. U„ B. C, Bates 3:22.9.
TWO MILE. Jutras (BC). Wilhelmsan
(B), Connolly (BC), Meagher (BC). 9:38.8.

REGISTRATION

Spring registration for courses offered next fall will take
place from May 6 through 12.
All registration must be completed no later than May 12,
as changes after that date will
Dial 784-5241 carry a $5.00 fee for each.

LEWISTON

SEVEN

DeWITT
MOTOR
HOTEL
40 Pin* Street
Catering to
INDIVIDUAL AND
GROUP PARTIES
Sunday and Holiday Dinners
A Conner's Delight

Williams Readies His Backhand
Doubles Sweep
The Bates team swept the
doubles matches. Wallach and
Thompson, after a poor first set
prevailed 7-5; 6-1 to post their
first doubles win of the season.
Beebe-Williams had no trouble
at second doubles 6-1; 6-3.
Dick Danosky and Dave Heckman looked good in a straight
set conquest at the third slot.
On the blacker side of the
ledger Bates did not look at all
good against Maine. Defending champion Jim Wallach was
beaten 6-0; 6-3. George Beebe,
returning from a back injury,

Louis P. Nolin

tory.
After splitting the singles,
the Bobcats lost the match in
the doubles. Wallach-Thompson lost in straight sets as did
Heckman-Danosky. Beebe-Williams managed to extend their
match to three sets but lost the
finale 7-5.
Nice Day
The only good thing from
the Bates viewpoint of the
Bowdoin match was the weather. The Bobcats failed to win
a set in the singles or doubles
and came close to setting a
record for the fastest completion of a match.

Baseball here with Tufts
Tennis here with Lowell
State Track Meet at Orono
Monday, May 11
Tennis at Colby
Tuesday, May 12
Golf at Maine
Baseball at Bowdoin
Wednesday, May 13
Tennis at Maine
Go • GO BATES!
To
LOU'S PLACE
- THE BEST FOR FOOD •
Meals - Pizzas - Fried Clams
Steaks <t Sandwiches
777 Main St.
Lewiston

VICTOR NEWS COMPANY
50 Ash Street, Lewiston

Opposite Post Office

PAPERBACKS
LARGEST SELECTION OF PAPERBACKS
IN THE STATE
Barnes & Noble College Outline Sorter
JEWELER
133 Lisbon Street
Lewiston, Maine

— SCHOOL SUPPLIES

—

Book Dept. open 8:30 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sundays to 9:30 p.m.
First Floor open 5:30 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sundays to 9:30 p.m.
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
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CATS LOSE TO COLBY, 5-0; TOP M. I. T., 3-2
MULE STONE ALLOWS ONLY TWO HITS;
GOOD HITTING AGAINST TECH
By NICK BASBANES
Bates campus was bright and lively last Saturday. The
temperature was a sunny seventy degrees and there was a
slight breeze blowing.
If you were a baseball fan you
strolled past the tennis courts down to the far end of Garcelon Field and sat down in the bleachers. Many, however,
went no further than the tennis courts, as there, if such was
the fancy, could be appreciated the sport played in this
area. For those not content with merely watching, there was
a bicycle race in which anyone could exert their talents. And
common to all three was the fact that every person in
some way took part.
The basball game drew the largest number of people. Baseball fans are usually pretty rabid. Here the conditions are conducive to active spectator participation. The
opposing bench lies majestically, like a sacrificial altar,
in front of the stands. Every infield position is within earshot of the here-to-please group. In their hands seems to
lie the fate of life and death. Neither extreme is ever asked
for though. But there's a lot that goes on in between. If a
player from the other team, or one of the bad guys, should
make a questionable play, the people rise up in protest. Their
coach makes the unfortunate mistake of insulting the people sitting high behind him, and then the fun begins. Then
the ump makes a bad call on the good guys and suddenly
he's a meatball. The very next play, as if it were a humble
offering, he makes a bad call on the bad guys. It doesn't go
in this game, though. A bad call is still a bad call, and two
bads don't make a good. The increasing pitch of the fans
fervor is slowed down at the right time by an unrelated
event.
A good looking girl just arriving happens to say
hello a little too enthusiastically to a guy sitting with his
friends. The critical attitude of the game is suddenly diverted
to festive laughter.
And it is this festival like atmosphere which is left behind temporarily so that the progress of the tennis match
can be checked out. Here the tables are reversed. The combatants, instead of being held at the mercy of the onlookers, somehow hold them in awe. Instead of sitting high up
in judgment and looking down, here the spectators sit down
on the grass and look up. Absolute silence is maintained
during the volley, with the frequent good shots being admired only with a reverential clapping of the hands. The
clean white attire of the tennis player, coupled with his impeccable manners, makes him an angel like figure to identify with. The only disturbance is an occasional roar a few
hundred yards down the grass.
Out on the street it is still a different story. Eighteen
bikes line up for the start, and a few people watch. Once it
begins, there is nothing for anyone to see. They're all out of
sight inside of a minute. The racer himself (or herself as the
case may be) is the master of his own fate. There's no one
around to let him know how good or bad he is doing, except
at the end, when it's all over and he is too exhausted too
hear anyway. With the conclusion of this the fans wander
over to supper, themselves exhausted after a grueling afternoon of "spectating."

By Keith Bowden
The Bates varsity baseball
team won one game out of two
starts last week to bring their
season's record to five wins
and two losses. They lost to
Colby 5-0, and beat MIT 3-2.
Weak Hitting
In their season opener at
Garcelon Field on Thursday,
the Bobcats opposed the Colby
Mules and their ace pitcher,
Ken Stone, and were shut out
5-0 on just two hits. Ted Krzynowek started for Bates and
did a fine job in his eight inning performance. Krzynowek
allowed only three runs, one of
them unearned, but it was all
Colby needed to win.
Stone was magnificent on
the mound for Colby as he
posted a two-hit shutout in going the distance. Striking out
ten while walking only three,
Stone was never in any serious trouble and seldom behind on the hitters. Randy
Bales with a single in the first
inning and Tom Carr with a
pinch hit single in the ninth
inning were the only Bates
players to touch Stone for a
hit.
Colby scored two runs in the
second inning on Bill Leighton's two run single. They added a run in the eighth on a
single and a three base error.
Colby's last two runs came in
the ninth off relief pitcher Bob
Lanz when Bill Leighton hit
his second two run single.
Figure This Out
On Saturday, the Bobcats
played host to the slide rulers
from MIT, downing them 3-2.
Bob Lanz hooked up with
MIT's Jack Mazola in a tight
pitching duel, with Lanz and
his mates finishing on top.
The Cats struck for two runs
in their half of the first inning.
Leadoff hitter, Al Cruickshank,
walked Randy Bales then delivered a ground rule double
as his line drive bounced over
the right field fence. With Captain Paul Holt batting, Mazola
threw a wild pitch allowing
Cruickshank to score and Bales
to move to third. After Holt
walked, Bales scored on Lee
Sweezey's infield out.
Bates pushed another run
across in the bottom of the
fifth inning. Freshman Bob

Bowden opened the inning
The next home game for the
with a single. Bob Lanz and Bobcats is next Thursday with
Randy Bales reached base on Bowdoin providing the opposiinfield errors to load the bases. tion.

Sweezey Hits One Foul In M.I.T. Game

Paul Holt drew a walk to bring
in Bowden for the third Bobcat
run. Mazola settled down and
got out of the inning and held
the Bobcats scoreless the rest
of the way.
MIT scored single runs in
the sixth and seventh innings,
but Lanz settled down and
was very strong in the closing
two innings. Lanz gave up
only six hits, but most important, he allowed no walks
while striking out twelve. Mazola of MIT allowed only three
hits, struck out fifteen, but
walked six. The statistics on
bases on balls probably were
the deciding factor in the
game as walks figured in all
of the Garnet scoring.
Good Pitching

BATES vs MIT
BATES
AB
CRUICKSHANK
3
BALES
3
WHITTUM
0
HOLT
1
SWEEZEY, lb
3
YUSKIS
4
AGNOS
3
MacNEVIN
4
BOWDEN
3
LANZ
2
MIT
AB
WYTTEN. ct
3
GRAHAM, II
4
4
ALOSI, lb
DUNJORD. 3b
4
4
MAZALO, p
4
BAILEY, ss
HINRICH, c
3
VAHEY, rf
3
BURNETT. 2b
2
BENOICK, 2b
1
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BATES vs COLBY
BATES
AB
R
CRUICKSHANK, ef
3
0
BALES, rf
0
HOLT, ss
0
CARR
(1
SWEEZEY
0
YUSKIS, 2b
0
WHITTUM, II
0
0
AGNOS
MacNEVIN, c
n
BOWDEN, 3b
0
KRYZNOWEK, p
2
0
CROCKER, II
0
0
-ANZ, p
LIA
COLBY
A8
R
LEIGHTON
S
0
*MNFORTE
1
5
REED
4
0
<RIEDEWICS
4
0
WALDMAN
4
1
1ROWN
2
1
:OTTLE
1
1
n
KNOX
3
WAGNER
3
0
SNOW
1
i
STONE
3
0

0

0
0
1

u
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0
0
II
0
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0
0
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0
0
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The Cats' hitting suffered
during the past week due to
the good pitching they faced
H
RBI
4
in Stone and Mazola. Despite
2
2
0
the caliber of the opposing
0
0
0
n
pitcher, five hits in two games
1
0
is not going to win many
0
I)
(1
1
games. If the Cats expect to
0
0
0
0
maintain their current win0
1
ning dip they had better put
0
0
on their hitting shoes. With a
few more warm weather —■—.■.
games they should regain their
hitting eyes and be hitting the
HEADQUARTERS
ball at a more regular clip.
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DIAMONDS
Member American Gem Soc.

Complete FLORIST Service
DUBE'S
Flower Shop, Inc.
Roger and Regina LaBrecque
195 Lisbon Street

Dial 784-4587

Lewiston

— FLOWERS WIRED WORLD WIDE —

PINELAND
MOTEL
Phones in Rooms
■ Free TV Located on U.S. 202
2 Miles North of Maine
Turnpike Exit 12
Washington St.
Auburn. Maine
Dial 783-2044

Dial 782-7421 Daytime
Dial 784-8165 Nights

Cash - Charge - Budget

SHELL PRODUCTS
Lowest Prices in Town

TURCOTTE'S
GARAGE

JEWELER

Lewiiton'i Only Radio Dispatch
24 Hour Wrecker Service
Leonard Turcotte, Prop.
73 Lisbon St.
865 Sabaixus St.
Lewiston

Lewiston

